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	Stair LiftsStair LiftsStair lifts provide a simple, affordable way to remain safe and independent in at home for those with limited mobility. Lifeway offers a variety of stair lifts for indoors and outdoors, and offers service after installation.
Stair Lifts ›
	Straight Stair Lifts
	Curved Stair Lifts
	Outdoor Stair Lifts
	Used Stair Lifts
	Rental Stair Lifts
	Commercial Stair Lifts
	Portable Stair Climbers





	Wheelchair RampsWheelchair RampsFor people with limited mobility, even a few steps or a high threshold can pose a dangerous risk. With durable rubber or high-quality aluminum wheelchair ramps, your home can be a safe place once again. Wheelchair Ramps require minimal modifications to your home and can be professionally installed within a few days.
Wheelchair Ramps ›
	Aluminum Wheelchair Ramps
	Commercial Wheelchair Ramps
	Rental Wheelchair Ramps
	Used Wheelchair Ramps
	Portable Wheelchair Ramps
	Threshold Ramps





	ElevatorsElevatorsFor those who have trouble navigating the stairs, residential elevators are a safe, convenient, and even stylish alternative to a stair lift. Enjoy your whole home, regardless of the number of floors, how much space you have, or the design of your house.
Elevators ›
	Residential Elevators
	Through the Floor Home Elevators
	Glass Home Elevators
	Commercial LU/LA Elevators





	Wheelchair LiftsWheelchair LiftsRegain access to your porch, deck, or second level without sacrificing space. For homes and commercial facilities, a wheelchair lift is a cost-effective solution that provides independence for wheelchair and power chair users.
Wheelchair Lifts ›
	Outdoor Wheelchair Lifts
	Indoor Wheelchair Lifts
	Inclined Platform Lifts
	Commercial Wheelchair Lifts





	Showers & BathShowers & BathBarrier-free bathrooms offer a safe solution for people who have reduced balance and mobility. Lifeway offers a complete line of high-quality showers and tubs as well as bathing accessories. We have full shower packages ready to ship, and several options to make an existing tub or shower accessible.
Showers & Bath ›
	Accessible Roll In Showers
	Bath Safety
	Bathroom Modifications





	Transfer AidsTransfer AidsTransfer aids can dramatically reduce the number of injuries resulting from the handling of patients and residents in both institutional and home care settings. These solutions provide safe, secure assistance for transfers of all kinds.
Transfer Aids ›
	Ceiling Lifts
	Grab Bars & Poles
	Bath & Shower Transfer
	Transfer Lift Systems
	Handrails
	Bed Assist Smart Rail
	Door Widening & Automatic Door Openers
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Elevators in Chicago Area

Improve your daily routine with the addition of a residential elevator. For those who have trouble navigating the stairs, residential elevators are a safe, convenient and even stylish alternative to a stair lift. Access and enjoy your whole home, regardless of number of floors, how much space you have, or the design of your house – there’s a solution for every home. Lifeway Mobility Chicago's (formerly EHLS/To The Top) home elevator experts take all of these factors into consideration, and we can recommend the best product for your needs.
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Residential Elevators ›



	






Through the Floor Home Elevators ›



	






Glass Home Elevators ›



	






Commercial LU/LA Elevators ›
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To navigate, press the arrow keys.
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	←	Move left
	→	Move right
	↑	Move up
	↓	Move down
	+	Zoom in
	-	Zoom out
	Home	Jump left by 75%
	End	Jump right by 75%
	Page Up	Jump up by 75%
	Page Down	Jump down by 75%
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Visit Our Elevator Showroom in Chicago, IL



Lifeway Chicagoland

Tel: (847) 215-9490
210 W. Campus Drive, Suite B, Arlington Heights, IL 60004
Our showroom in Arlington Heights, IL is open Mondays & Thursdays from 9am-3pm. Please call ahead for assistance!


Visit our Showroom ›













Why Choose Lifeway Mobility for an Elevator for your home?
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	Local team of home elevator experts in Chicago, IL
	Professional installation
	Service & maintenance plans available after installation
	Wide variety of elevator types & design options to suit your needs & home










Elevator Reviews
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Lifeway Mobility is rated 4.8/5 with thousands of online reviews across trusted review platform such as Google & Trust Pilot. 
See what our customers have to say about their experience with Lifeway Mobility and the installation of their home elevator.






Read more customer reviews: Read Reviews






 Trustpilot 












Elevator Videos

Check out our video gallery to see the home elevators we offer in-action and get a better sense of the features and design options available.

Home Elevator Video Gallery










Home Elevator FAQs: Everything you need to know

An elevator makes your home safer and more convenient, and can be essential in helping you remain independent. Check out our most frequently asked questions about home elevators:



Does an elevator add value to my home?

Yes, the installation of a home elevator can increase the value of a home. In fact, there was a study done by Florida State University that found that a residential elevator can add up to 10% to a home’s value. A residential elevator can significantly reduce the time your home is on the market if you ever decide to sell.




How much does a home elevator cost?

The average price of a home elevator starts at about $30,000 and ranges upward from there (this does not include the cost of construction or home renovations). The cost of the elevator will depend on several factors such as model, brand, type of elevator, design, floors served, and more. 




How many floor levels can a home elevator travel?

Typically, home elevators can travel between 2-6 floor levels, but this is going to vary depending on the type of elevator model selected.




Can an elevator be addied to existing homes & new construction?

The simple answer is yes, elevators can be added to existing homes and new construction. Adding an elevator to new construction is an easier task as it can be built into the floor plan. If you’re looking to add one to an existing home, you may be limited on the types of elevators that can be installed, or additional construction may be required for retrofit it to your home.




What are alternatives to an elevator in the home?

If an elevator is not a fit for your home or within budget, stair lifts, and platform lifts are affordable alternatives to consider for safer & convenient access to all the floor levels of your home.




What is a shaftless home elevator?

A shaftless home elevator is an elevator designed to seamlessly fit into a current home. No hoistway is required as the elevator cab travels through a floor cutout via a guide rail system. These types of elevators are commonly referred to as “through the floor elevators” and are great for homes with limited space.




Are elevators accessible for wheelchair users?

Most types of home elevators are accessible for wheelchair users. 



View All Faqs ›
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